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A comprehensive menu of Ayna Yeme İçme Oturma Yeri from Ayvalik Tuerkiye covering all 18 courses and drinks
can be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details
provided on the website. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in pleasant
weather, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. WiFi is

available free of charge. What Kaan Aksel (DE) doesn't like about Ayna Yeme İçme Oturma Yeri:
The food is delicious for sure, and the interior has been designed with care and taste. However, it is an extremely
overpriced place. The food that you can get in a fancy Istanbul restaurant you can get for the double price here.

Some simple things they do not have i.e. ketchup or sweetener. Similar to some other touristic restaurants
proportionality has been lost. As Cunda/Ayvalik is still a provincial town and not... read more. Ayna Yeme İçme

Oturma Yeri from Ayvalik Tuerkiye provides delectable, good Mediterranean cuisine with its typical dishes, It's
possible to chill out at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. If you want

to have breakfast, a tasty brunch awaits you.
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Sauce�
KETCHUP

Desser�
MUHALLEBI

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Mai� Cours�
KAVURMA

Haussp�ialitäte�
PEKA

�schsgericht�
PAELLA

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
CHEESECAKE

Beer� - Dra��
LITE

Soup�
MENUDO

ZEAMA

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

SEAFOOD

SHRIMPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TURKEY

SOUP

FISH

PASTA

PENNE
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